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ARDESHIR AND PIROJSHA GODREJ
AROUND 1870, Burjorji Godrej, a modest businessman from BROACH* in Gujarat, arrived in the
bustling city of BOMBAY^ with his wife Dosibai and their children. The eldest child Ardeshir was
a bright-eyed lad of TEN.
Papa, the
city is so big,
with so many
people!

Yes, Ardeshir, it
is the fastest growing
city in India. The British
have built railways,
roads, schools and
hospitals.
There is
opportunity to
earn here, for
those who can
seize it.

The younger children were HORMUSJI, aged 8, Munchersha, aged 6 and
baby Shirin. LATER, PIROJSHA WAS BORN IN 1882 AND TEHMINA IN 1886.
AT THAT TIME, Bombay was a thriving port
city with a large Parsi community of traders
and merchants, as well as lawyers, doctors
and accountants. It was the capital of the
Bombay Presidency.**

*Now Bharuch
^Now Mumbai

The family settled into an apartment in Cooper
building on Grant ROAD FROM WHERE Burjorji
ran a successful real estate business.
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**An important province of British India
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Ardeshir was enrolled in ‘Parsee Benevolent Institution’, where he soon showed his TALENT
FOR INVENTION.
Very good
work, Ardeshir.
You have made
an excellent
toy train out
of scrap.
Thank you,
Sir.

Ardeshir enjoyed science and also loved literature, especially poetry.
He had an inquisitive mind and was a
voracious reader, spending hours in the
library. The journals and newspapers
of that TIME, LIKE THE Amrita Bazaar
Patrika, The Tribune, Bombay Samachar
and MAHRATTA, condemned the unfair
treatment of Indians under British rule.
Why should
India stay poor and
hungry? The British
are draining our
wealth.

We need to
build our own
industries.

He SPOKE PASSIONATELY ABOUT this at home,
where Burjorji would reason patiently with
his impetuous son.
Papa, Dadabhai Naoroji
Dadabhai
writes that the British have
also says that
impoverished India.* We are
the British have
not allowed to manufacture
given us law
anything for our daily use.
and education,
We have to buy goods,
roads and
imported from england,
railways. These
at high prices.
will eventually
lead to
progress.

Yes, but factories
are necessary to BUILD a
nation. Right now, WE pay huge
land revenue taxes and SELL
RAW MATERIAL AT CHEAP prices
to England’s factories.

We should
think of our
own business,
EDUL^. Now
that you
have finished
school, you
should work
with me.

Just think, Papa, once
we were the richest nation in
the world, with gold and silver
flowing in. Indian-made goods
were prized in the world. Now we
are among the poorest, unable
to make steel, soap or even
salt! How is this fair?

^Ardeshir’s nickname

*see box ‘How a colony WORKED’
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How a Colony worked
The basis of colonial rule is that the colony exists for the benefit of the mother
country. Throughout the Raj, India was a source of immense wealth for Britain—it
was the ‘Jewel in the Crown’ of the British monarch.
In the first stage of colonial rule, gold, silver, gems and other treasure flowed out
as tribute and taxes. India provided money, grain and food, and an endless
supply of soldiers for the British army to carry on its imperial wars all over the
world. Later, as cotton manufacturing developed in Britain, India became a
source for raw cotton, jute, flax and other related raw material. Similarly, cheap
labour was used to grow commercial crops like tea, indigo and opium, which was
traded abroad for huge profit by British firms. The roads and railways built in
India were designed to supply raw materials to the ports and transport soldiers to
war fronts, and not to reach food or medicine to the villages.
Western style education was meant to create a class of clerks and secondary
staff, who would be grateful for employment. There was no desire to provide
universal education, or healthcare or even enough food to the masses.
All the firms involved in building the ports, roads, railways, plantations, as well
as all the banks, were foreign-owned. So the colonists bought cheap raw materials,
used cheap labour and sent all their profits back to England. In return, Indian
markets were flooded with expensive imported cloth, processed foodstuffs,
soaps, buckets, nails and almost every item of daily use down to the smallest pin.
Thus, India was also a captive market for British goods. Since nothing was made
in India, people had to buy imported items.
This led to the gradual impoverishment of India. The most terrible famines
happened during the British rule. Early Congress leaders like Dadabhai Naoroji
were among the first to raise this, and his book Poverty and Un-British rule in India
was a searing critique of colonial rule.
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Edul is so
different from his
brothers, always
arguing about serious
matters. Munchersha
loves cricket and says
he wants to travel the
world. Hormusji is so
content with
his art.

I think little
Pirojsha has an
inventive, curious
mind, just like
Edul.

In 1890, Ardeshir was married to 18-year-old Bachubai.

His restless
spirit will settle
down with a sweet
companion like
Bachubai.

The young couple fell deeply in love. They would spend hours talking and reading together.
Ardeshir shared his dreams of a proud and self-reliant India with Bachubai.
I want to do
something to regain
self-respect for
India.
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UNFORTUNATELY, Their happiness was short-lived. On 25 April, 1891,
while visiting Rajabai clock tower, Bachubai and a cousin Pirojbai
were accosted by some miscreants. To protect THEMSELVES, the
girls jumped 200 feet to their death.

What a
tragedy!

They
had only been
married a
year.

The ‘Rajabai Tower* Tragedy’
made headlines in the local
papers and shocked the city.
Ardeshir retreated into silent grief. His
parents wondered how to help him.

Son,
you should
marry again.

Mother, I
cannot forget
Bachubai. I shall
never remarry.
I want to study
law.

Ardeshir joined Elphinstone College. As he
stepped inside, he was conscious of a deep
sense of history.

Great minds
like Dadabhai
Naoroji, Justice
Ranade and Gopal
Krishna Gokhale
have walked
these halls.

I do not
think that law
is his vocation,
but studies will
help him cope
with his grief.

Along with LAW, HE studied Literature and
Persian. Omar Khayyam was his favourite poet.
*An 85-metere high clocktower in South Mumbai. It was completed in 1878 and opened to the public.
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After graduating in law, Ardeshir joined the legal office of
Little and Co. His first case took him to the island of Zanzibar.

During the case hearing, Ardeshir was required to confirm
that his client was at a particular place on a certain day. It
was a small lie, but Ardeshir DID NOT say it.
Your client
will lose the
case if you do
not confirm
this fact.

I will lose
this case because
of you. Lawyers are
known to lie once
in a while!

My duty is
to tell the truth.
I cannot do this.
I am leaving this
case and the legal
profession.
Back in Bombay -

Papa, my
conscience
will not allow
me to pursue
a profession
that needs me
to lie.

Ardeshir soon found work as
an assistant at a well-known
pharmacy. There he noted
that all the surgical tools
needed by hospitals were
foreign made.
Why are
these tools
imported at
such a huge
cost?

They
are the best
quality surgical
instruments.
No one in India
can make these
tools.

Burjorji’s prediction
proved right. Law was not
the right fit for Ardeshir.
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Ardeshir’s SHARP mind began
to churn.

Indian doctors
were performing
surgeries in the
4th century And we
were making world
class steel tools
and swords in the
Mughal age.
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Hmm... They will be
much cheaper, so our
profit will go up. Show
me some samples and I
will convince surgeons
in the J.J. Hospital to
endorse them.

I am
sure we
have the
skills to
make modern
surgical TOOLS
IN INDIA. I
want to
try.

Ardeshir did not wish to ask his father for
money. So, he approached a wealthy family friend,
Merwanji Cama.
Uncle, I need a
loan of Rs 3,000 to make
steel surgical tools for
hospitals. I want to prove
that it can be done in India.
Dikra*, I will
It can be a profitable
gladly give you
enterprise.
the loan. I believe
that you have
the willpower to
succeed.

Merwanji Cama saw the fire in young
Ardeshir and his burning need to show
that ‘made in India’ was possible.
After a few months of hard work -

These
scalpels and
scissors are
better than
any English
brand!

The hospital representatives were
impressed with the quality But to
Arsheshir’s shock, they had a condition Please stamp these tools
as ‘Made in England’. No
surgeon in our hospitals No problem!
will use an Indian
We just want a
product.
good price.

Let’s show
them to the
hospitals.

Ardeshir was shocked and disappointed.
I am sorry,
gentlemen. The whole
point is to prove that
we can manufacture in
India. I prefer to give
up the business rather
than compromise on my
principles.

Once again, Ardeshir was left
without a clear idea of his future.
*dear son, a Parsi endearment
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Meanwhile, Indian leaders were speaking out on
the need to build Indian manufacturing. At a public
debate hosted by the Indian National Congress,
Ardeshir was deeply inspired by Bal Gangadhar Tilak.
Indians have
the skills and
the knowledge
to compete with
the WORLD. We are
as good as any
NATION.

Swadeshimade in India by
Indians. We already
have cotton and jute
mills. What is to stop
us making metal,
paper and wooden
products?

One day, a news item in the
Bombay Gazette caught his eye.
‘Burglaries are on
the rise in Bombay. It has
been found that a gang of
burglars adept at forcing
open locks is at large in the
city....’ Hmm…this means there
is a market for good
locks in India.

He examined both foreign and Indian
locks. In the streets of Chor Bazaar*
he found antique Indian locks.

Each lock
has a different
size and shape.
Some look like
animals or fish.
Why is that?

Because
they are all
hand-made
pieces, no two
are alike!
Ardeshir realised that making world-class locks for a big market would need machines.
Ardeshir went to see Merwanji Cama again.
I am confident of
making the cheapest
and ABSOLUTELY
unpickable locks in
India. Uncle, will you
help me again?

Yes dikra, if
you are determined
to be a Parsi
tarakuchiwala^, then
I will help you.

I will employ
the best locksmiths
in India, from Malabar
and Gujarat, and set up
a factory with a small
steam engine and basic
machinery.

*literally ‘Thieves Market’; a street selling
old or discarded items in South Bombay

Thank you,
Uncle. Just you
wait, I will be
the best Parsi
tarakuchiwala in
the city!

^locksmith
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With a loan of Rs 80,000, Ardeshir set to work. He rented a shed in Lalbaug
for Rs 20 a month and purchased a steam engine and some machinery. A dozen
workers from Gujarat and Malabar were trained to use the machines.
The machines will
make the moulds for
the locks and shape
the keys. All the locks
WILL be identical in
look but each will
have a unique key.

After a lot of experimentation, production began on 7 May, 1897, launching a business of locks.
In two YEARS, there was a range of Godrej locks available under the ‘Anchor’ brand.

Padlock

Box Lock

Drawer Lock

The bitter memory of trying to sell the surgical tools still rankled. So Ardeshir prepared a
careful marketing plan for locks.
I will take
The British-owned
these handbills
newspapers have
and distribute
refused to carry our
them amongst
advertisements. They
our friends and
object to the phrase ‘as
family.
good as the imported
variety’.
Indian-owned
papers like Kesari,
THE TRIBUNE and
Bombay Samachar
are proud to carry
the advertisements.
WE WILL ALSO TELL
PEOPLE HOW THESE
LOCKS ARE MADE, so
they know we are
telling the truth.
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Posters were put up at the meeting halls, railway STATIONS
and popular eating-houses. People crowded to read them.
This says
Look how Godrej has
that a lock
reversed the processwith 4 levers is
they make the keys first,
as effective as
and then fit the lock to it.
a lock with 7 or
The locks are completely
8 levers.
tamper-proof!

The first of his many inventions was a ‘Gordian* Lock’.
It comes with two
keys, both of which lock
This is
and unlock the device.
I have
amazing!
But the second key can
heard of English
also modify the inner
locks like this,
workings of the lock, and
but never an
so render the first key
Indian one.
useless.

*’Gordian knot’ means a very difficult,
almost unsolvable problem
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they
are much
cheaper than
the imported
locks! WE must
buy one!
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Handbills explained the LOCK-MAKING
process in detail.

Soon, Ardeshir devised the ‘Detector Lock’. It
could not only prevent a burglary BUT ALSO TELL
THE OWNER that a burglary had been attempted!

Burjorji, listen to
what your son has written:
‘work is done with modern
machinery. We do not buy
READY-MADE PARTS BUT
MAKE THEM OURSELVES
WITH SPECIALLY-TRAINED
LOCKSMITHS.
We cut the keys first
and make the locks
to fit the keys. This
makes our locks
absolutely UNPICKABLE
and ensures long
wear.’
I think
Edul has finally
found his
passion.
In 1901, Godrej Locks won the gold
medal at the CALCUTTA* Congress
Industrial and Arts Exhibition.^
Ardeshir credited his success to hard work,
team effort and the blessings of God. Every
morning he stopped to pray at the Vatcha Gandhi
Agiary before heading to the Lalbaug factory.

*NOW KOLKATA
^SEE BOX ON INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITIONS, PAGE 14
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Ardeshir’s restless mind
was already busy WITH the
next challenge.

These are safes
made by the best
companies in the
world. Let’s see
how long it takes to
break into them.

The men wielded the hammers and picks.
It took barely 20 minutes to crack open
all the imported, expensive safes.
This one was
easy. I SIMPLY
removed the
back plate.

We are
going to build
a safe that is
unbreakable
and totally
fireproof,
better than
any of
these.

The team experimented with many designs for
the outer hull.
This plate is
unbreakable but it
might melt. We have to
guard against both
fire and force. Let’s
try something
else.

*BROTHER

This one just
needed two
good blows of
the hammer.

ARDESHIR was rarely at home, spending
all his time at the factory.
papa, I
have applied at
the Victoria Jubilee
Technical
Institute to
A splendid
study engineering. As
idea, Pirojsha.
soon as I graduate, I
Brothers
will help EDUL BHAI*
should work
at the factory.
together!
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IndustrIal exHIbItIons
The Indian National Congress decided to stage annual trade exhibitions to show
advances in Indian industry, agriculture and commerce. The idea was to promote Indian
entrepreneurship and encourage Swadeshi or ’Made in India’ products.
The exhibitions ran for several months
and were held in different cities. The
pavilions were decorated with buntings
and there were talks, demonstrations,
rides for children and folk performances
like the ’ tamasha’. Prizes were awarded
for the best products manufactured in
India, ranging from textiles, ploughs,
leather shoes, soaps, paper or locks.
These exhibitions were a wonderful
way to promote national pride and a
common Indian identity.

FINALLY, ONE DAY,
ARDESHIR HAD A
BRAINWAVE.

iT’S SIMPLE!
FIRST, WE MAKE
THE WHOLE SAFE
WITH SINGLE
SHEETS FOLDED
AROUND THE
BACK...

The 1903 exhibition in Madras saw 60,000 visitors,
while the 1905 exhibition in Bombay saw 6,00,000.
“...SECOND, THE BACK WILL BE
WELDED, NOT RIVETED, SO THAT
IT CANNOT BE PRISED OPEN...

“...AND THIRD, THE
DOOR WILL BE
DOUBLE PLATED.”

IT WORKED! ARDESHIR’S DESIGN WAS COVERED
BY THREE PATENTS* AND IN 1904, GODREJ LOCKS
AND SAFES WON GOLD MEDALS AT THE AGRICULTURAL
AND INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, IN MADRAS^.
Ardeshir held long discussions with bal
gangadhar tilak and other national leaders.
Ardeshir, You have shown
that ‘Made in India’ is not
an impossible dream.
I have done
no more than
my duty as an
Indian.

*the sole right to make,
use or sell an invention
^Present day Chennai

In September 1904, Ardeshir received A LETTER
from a satisfied customer, Nusserwanji & Co.
THEY WRITE, ‘OUR... office peon tried many
times to burgle our safe using a stolen key.
But he kept failing as we had relocked it
using the second check key you had given.
We congratulate you on such excellent
safe-locks! The peon has been sentenced to
two months’ rigorous imprisonment.’
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On the morning of 23 NOVEMBER, 1904, the editor of the Indian Textile Journal, John Wallace,
was invited to witness a fire test of a Godrej safe. Pirojsha, who took a keen interest in the
mechanics of production, was also caught up in the general excitement.
EDUL BHAI, are you sure
the safe will survive the
Yes, Pirojsha,
test? Even some of the
do not worry. Most
best imported safes do
European safes burn
not survive fires.
because they
are lined with
sawdust!

A group of flammable
objects was placed in
the safe.

...A ten-rupee currency note,
a sheet of foolscap paper,
several newspapers and
a lacquered wooden box
containing a piece of wax.

Once the items were placed, the
safe was shut and a fire lit. Redhot bricks were placed on top, so
that it was heated on all sides.

A strip of wood with
attached pieces of linen,
calico, flannel and silk,
a small coil of pure tin
electric fuse-wire…
The fire raged for four hours,
after which the safe was sluiced
with water to cool it down. When
the blackened door was opened Nothing is damaged!
The textiles are intact
Only the wax
and so are the papers!
in the lacquer
Congratulations on
box has melted,
a fine product, Mr
but the box is
Godrej!
intact.

A similar fire test was conducted on
5 FEBRUARY, 1905, at the Bombay Industrial
Exhibition. It was a huge success. This time
a watch, raw cotton and tissue paper were
among the objects placed in the safe.

They survived intact. Consumer
demand for Godrej safes surged.
15
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In July 1905, the British government announced the Partition of
Bengal. It created a huge tsunami of protest all over the country.
The government is
Let’s take a
trying to divide us by
We should vow to
vow of Swadeshi
making religion an issue.
use only Indian made
and boycott all
Let us keep the focus
goods, even if Indian
foreign goods.
on the economy!
made products are
more expensive or of
lesser quality.
Indian-made
goods will not
be inferior!

Ardeshir would not accept anything less than the best coming from India.
In 1906, after graduating as an engineer
from the Victoria Jubilee Technical
Institute, Pirojsha joined the company.
He soon proved to be a capable manager.
Bhai, now that you are
here, I have decided to
Excellent idea,
make a trip to England and
Edul BHAI! That
France. I want to see the
is how we can
latest technology at the stay ahead of our
factories there.
competitors.

However, I am worried
about my NEPHEW, Boyce. He
needs a good occupation.
Will you employ him at
the factory?
Uncle, I will
make him a
partner in the
company.

Ardeshir had one important errand
before setting off on his voyage. He went
to see his BENEFACTOR, Merwanji Cama.

Uncle, I
wish to return
the loan you
gave me.

Ah, dikra, it
was not a loan.
You are like a son
to me and I am
proud of you.

So the name of the company changed to Godrej &
Boyce Manufacturing Ltd. Boyce joined the company
but soon moved on to pursue other interests.

Godrej & Boyce
Manufacturing Co. Ltd

However, out of respect for Merwanji,
the name remains the same to this day.
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Ardeshir left for England, confident that the factory was in good hands with Pirojsha.

In England, he visited the Chubb’s Lock Works in Wolverhampton.
It is good of
you to take
me around.
It is great to
see your interest
in technology!

CHUBB’S WAS THE LARGEST SUPPLIER of security equipment,
and did not see Godrej as a serious threat to ITS business.
Ardeshir was very impressed
by what he saw and even
took down detailed notes.
How
does this
feature
work?

Meanwhile in Bombay, business was booming.
The extra space we
have bought next
to our factory will
AND WE COULD
ACCOMODATE 50
NOW increase the
more machines.
number of workers
from 300 to 600.

LET ME
EXPLAIN....

The visit inspired many innovations
once he was back in India.
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In 1908, Pirojsha was granted a
British patent for the world’s
first ‘springless’ lock.

In 1911, the family celebrated Pirojsha’s marriage to
Soonabai, the daughter of Pestonjee Dinshaw Dastur, a
prominent banker in Karachi and an ACCLAIMED cricketer.

Ah, this is
a happy day
INDEED!

What a
lovely
couple!

Until then, the levers in the locks
were pushed into their resting
place with springs. These often
jammed with dirt or broke,
leaving the levers open and
easy for burglars to pick. The
absence of a spring in the lever
locks ensured that the locking
mechanism never failed.
By NOW, ‘Godrej’ had emerged
as a trustworthy Indian brand.
Many big banks
and jewellers
have bought our
safes.
The Mint, Port
Trust of India, The
Postal department
and the Railways
have placed big
orders.

At home, Pirojsha and Soona’s growing family
was a source of great joy. A boy Sohrab
was born in 1912, and a girl, Dosa in 1913.

Moreover,
King George V and
Queen Mary also
relied on a Godrej
safe to store their
valuables during the
royal visit last
year.

In due course, two other sons were
born; Burjorji in 1915 and Naoroji in 1916.
18
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At the Calcutta session of congress
in 1906, all the attendees, including
Ardeshir, took a vow to use only
Swadeshi soaps. Ardeshir’s agile
mind BEGAN to think.
Imported
soaps use animal
fat. Maybe there
is a way to make
soap without
it?

In a small laboratory in
Delisle Road, Bombay, he began
experimenting with different
seeds, extracting oils,
trying out scents, and mixing
formulas for herbal soaps.

One day, while out walking on a holiday in
Mahabaleshwar, he came across some seed pods.
Hmm...We get
oil from all sorts
of seeds and nuts.
Perhaps OILSEEDS
can be used to
make soap?

Totally absorbed in his
new idea, Ardeshir was
rarely seen at home or
at the Lalbaug factory.
It’s impossible to
reach Edul bhai when he
is on a mission to invent.
Do you know I have to
send a letter if I want
to discuss ANYTHING?

Pirojsha, you
know Edul bhai’s
nature. He doesn’t
care about making
money, only that it
is made in the
right way.

I also believe in the
principles of Swadeshi and
self-reliance but we have
a duty to our workers and
our customers. A running
business needs constant
attention.

He knows
he can depend
on you. You
complement
each other.

The two brothers had
different approaches to
business, and Soonabai
was often a gentle
mediator between the two.
19
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After much trial and error, Ardeshir launched the ‘Chavi’ brand of vegetable soaps in 1918.

The ‘NO. 2’ bathing soap became a bestseller, beating imported brands like Lux, White Rose,
Cuticura and Windsor. It was followed by a rose-scented soap called ‘NO. 1’. A good friend,
Nadirshaw* handled the marketing.
Edul, Why
Nadir, because if
have you
people find NO. 2
launched NO. 2
good, they will think
before NO. 1?
NO. 1 is even better!

Godrej soaps were endorsed by leading
scientists in Germany and national leaders
like Rabindranath Tagore, Annie Besant
and Mahatma Gandhi. When another soap
company asked Gandhi for an endorsement,
he wrote them a firm refusal.

The success in business was shadowed by a
personal tragedy. In 1920, Soonabai passed away
of Spanish flu at the young age of 30. She was
buried in the parsi cemetery at Mussoorie.

Pirojsha was left bereft. Like his brother, he too
found solace in work while Soonabai’s mother
Veerbaiji came to look after the children.
*‘Nadirshaw, Printer & Co.’ was the sole
agent & distributor for Godrej soaps.
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Lokmanya Tilak passed away in 1921. It was a
personal loss for Ardeshir; Tilak had been a
good friend and an inspiration. In his memory,
GANDHI proposed the Tilak Swaraj Fund for
which Ardeshir donated a sum of 3 lakhs.

Edul bhai, many British
firms have withdrawn orders
as they see us as supporting
the nationalist cause. We have
lost a few government
orders too.

While Ardeshir was busy developing new
products, Pirojsha ventured into steel
furniture for offices and homes.
A steel
cupboard for
homes, secured with
Godrej locks. What
do you think, my
friend?

It does not
matter. We do not
have to hide our love
for our country.
There will be other
customers.

Quite often, the brothers had different ideas.
Edul bhai, demand
is rising fast, and we
must deliver quality
products. Let’s focus
on expanding our
factory.

It will
become a
runaway
hit!

And so it did! Till today, a Godrej
almirah is a must-have in every home.

Ardeshir purchased a tract
of land in Pimpalgaon, NASHIK,
to create an experimental
agricultural farm for the
benefit of Parsi youth.
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New ideas are
important! We are an
agricultural country.
Think of the potential
in food productsjams, pickles,
preserves...
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Sometimes, he even lost patience with the children.
Why are you
eating these English
biscuits? You should
eat chappatis, made
fresh from wheat
grown in India.

Uncle,
we like British
biscuits! They are
delicious!

But Ardeshir threw
the biscuits straight
out of the window!
Both brothers were committed to the vision
of self-reliance and welfare. In 1928, Pirojsha
took charge of Godrej & Boyce and began to
develop his vision for the company’s future.

Ardeshir concentrated
on Godrej soaps,
new products and on
charitable causes for
the Parsi community.

By the early 1930s, Godrej
soaps had launched Turkish
Bath and Vatni, a herbal neem
soap that became immensely
popular, and a shaving SOAP...
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...AND Godrej & Boyce ventured into
the business of steel cupboards
and safe cabinets. These are still
popular all over the country.
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Ardeshir became increasingly impatient with the British presence in India and even more
so with the Indian public for passively accepting it. He expressed his views clearly in an
interview given to the National Herald on 27 APRIL, 1927.
Sir, can you tell us why you
are an ardent supporter of
Swadeshi?

IS IT NOT OBVIOUS,
YOU FOOLISH CHILDREN
OF INDIA?

Your mother
has bled white, while
you have become
slaves of English
The interview was published on the front pages of national papers. tastes and habits!
Pirojsha believed in developing human resources. This was a management concept much ahead
of his time.
Remember my children, ‘A
happy worker is a productive
worker’. All those who work
for Godrej constitute the
extended Godrej
PARIVAR*.

His eldest son Sohrab graduated in science from
St Xavier’s College, and then went to Switzerland
for a while. The second SON, BURJOR, departed
for Germany to study engineering.
Burjor and SOLI^
will be gone for some
time. I will keep NAVAL**
at my side. There is no
education better than
hands-on training.

Naval, the youngest, was set to work in the
factory at age 17. He had a mechanical bent
of mind and enjoyed learning the nuts and
bolts of the business.
Remember,
never make
others do what
you can’t do
yourself.
Yes sir!

*Family
^A nickname for Sohrab

**A nickname for Naoroji
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Ardeshir Godrej passed away on 10 JANUARY, 1936, at the age of 68. Hundreds came to pay
their respects.
Your brother
was a true
genius.

A remarkable man.
He did not believe in
inheriting, accumulating
or passing on wealth,
but doing the best one
can in one’s life.

According to his wishes, most of Ardeshir’s property
was donated to help the causes dear to his heart.
His friends and colleagues, Nadirshaw Cowasjee,
Sir Hormusji Dinshaw and others, took the
responsibility of carrying on his work through the
charitable Godrej Memorial Institute with the aim
of employing jobless Parsi youth and providing
them training in baking and confectionery. About
22–30 young men were employed.
Pirojsha took charge of Godrej Soaps as well as Godrej
& Boyce Manufacturing. When his three sons joined the
business, he delegated responsibilities suited to each.
Soli, you will handle
all the business
promotions including
all publicity,
advertising and
trade delegations
abroad.

LET’S SET
UP A PUBLICITY
DEPARTMENT AND
MAKE THE BRAND
RECOGNISABLE.
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Over the next few decades,
the Godrej logo became one
of the easily RECOGNISABLE
logos in the country. It was
based on Pirojsha’s signature.
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Naval WORKED HIS WAY UP STEADILY from the factory floor, learning everything about machinery.
Naval, we will set
up a ‘Tool Room’, to
develop new and better
tools, dyes and moulds to
manufacture our products
and train workers in their
use. I want you to take
charge of this.

Yes,
Father.

In the 1930s, setting up a Tool Room was a path-breaking idea that
enabled Godrej to stay in the forefront of all new TECHNOLOGIES.
Today, Tool Rooms are integral to all manufacturing companies.
Burjor returned from Germany with a doctorate and took responsibility for Godrej Soaps,
which had become a large-scale UNIT.

WE NEED A TOPCLASS RESEARCH
LABORATORY, WHERE WE
WILL TEST THE SAFETY
OF ALL THE INGREDIENTS.
THEN OUR SOAPS WILL
BE OF INTERNATIONAL
QUALITY.
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Every afternoon, Pirojsha inspected the factory
output. One day, he stood for a long time looking
at a row of safes ready for dispatch.

Then he took a
ten-rupee note and
carefully inserted
it between the door
and the frame of
one of the safes.

Another time See, it is
not airtight!
We must never
compromise on
quality.

Sorry, sir.
We shall be
more careful
now.

This customer
says that there is a
liquid oozing from
inside the safe.
What could be the
We apply a
reason?
coating of a fire and
moisture resistant
compound inside each
safe. It is bought
from a reputed
firm but is clearly
defective.

Pirojsha ordered the recall of all the
safes from that lot. The defect was to
be rectified and the safes resealed and
returned to each customer.

The quality supervisor was
both astonished and ashamed.
Sir, this
means recalling
over a hundred
pieces from all
over India. Think
of the money
loss!

Is money important
or the customers’ trust?
from now on, every RAW
MATERIAL will be tested
in our laboratory before
being used in the assembly
line to make the safe.

By this act of sincerity, Pirojsha built
enormous customer goodwill and set
a standard for customer care.

THE REAL TEST CAME WHEN, IN 1944,
there was a huge explosion and
fire at the Bombay docks.

THE ONLY OBJECTS LEFT UNHARMED
WERE THOSE KEPT IN GODREJ SAFES.
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On a chance visit to a worker’s home in the mill district, he was appalled at the squalor and
cramped conditions.
Industrial slums
are the worst outcome
of the industrial revolution.
It is the responsibility of
factory and mill owners
to improve living
conditions.

The Lalbaug factory had reached its maximum capacity. Pirojsha decided on a bold venture.
We need more
factory space. Let’s look
for land on the outskirts
of Bombay, near road
and rail lines.

I have DECIDED.
we are going to
build a large
modern factory and
a GARDEN TOWNSHIP
for my workers.
That is an
excellent plan,
PAPA. If you recall,
Jamshedji Tata also
planned a town around
his steel mill 30
years ago.

In 1943, a large tract
of land was acquired in
Vikhroli. Every Sunday,
Pirojsha would drive out
to Vikhroli with architects
and engineers to plan the
best garden township and
factory for the extended
Godrej ‘parivar’.
There is a
railway line close
by and a good
water supply for
the factory.

Bulldozers and earth
movers began their work.

Lets locate
a good spot for
WORKERS’ homes,
and enough garden
area around it
for children’s
playgrounds.
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Not everyone supported the dream. There were some
Parsis who felt it to be a waste of good money.
Isn’t it better
to donate directly
to charities that will
support poor Parsi
families?

Why bother
making workers’
housing? We pay
good salaries. how
they live is their
problem.

There
are so many
charities for
PARSI youth.

Isn’t it better
to have a job rather
than live on charity?
ensuring that WORKERS
have a decent quality of
life is the employer’s
responsibility.

PIROJSHA had the full support of his family. By
NOW his daughter, dosa, and his two sons burjor
and naval, were married and raising children of
their own. The Godrej bungalow rang with the
sound of their chatter and laughter.
Father’s plan is ambitious
AND it will bear fruit for
generations.
I agree.
It is a vision
of corporate
responsibility.
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In due course, a state-of-the-art
factory came up at Vikhroli. Alongside
there were spacious WORKERS’ flats,
hospital, school and gardens.
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By the early fifties, all operations had shifted to the fully MECHANISED assembly line plants
and a state-of-the-art Tool room at Vikhroli.

Workers were given health and accident insurance. A Central Safety Committee
was formed to prevent accidents. These were bold moves for that time.
The first job at the Vikhroli plant was the manufacture of steel ballot boxes for
India’s first general elections. It was a matter of great pride for Godrej to be
given this commission.
Mr Thanewalla, are
we on schedule with
today’s production of
ballot boxes?

Yes sir,
22,000
boxes are
ready.

The factory opperated from 7 am till midnight, and around
17 LAKH boxes were dispatched from the Vikhroli plant.
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THE WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES FIRST MOVED INTO
A SINGLE-STOREY HOUSING, CALLED BAITHI CHAWL.
No more
open sewers
and makeshift
roofs.

Our children
have room to play
and I have planted
vegetables and a
mango tree.

Pragati Kendra - a welfare centre, was
inaugurated on 15 August, 1955. Naval’s wife
Soonuben took great interest in it. The workers’
families were educated about basic health,
nutrition, family planning and adult education.

It grew into the reputed
Udayachal High School.

Gradually, multi-storey apartments
were added to accommodate the
increasing numbers of workers.

Noted educationists Cooverbai Vakil
and Jyotsnaben Mehta helped to start
a school, Bal Mandir. Burjor’s wife
Jaiben proved to be a gifted teacher.

Every year, the entire Godrej family celebrated
Diwali together at Vikhroli. It became an annual
tradition.
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All three sons, Sohrab, Burjor and Naval, shared their father’s principles. Pirojsha
encouraged them in their endeavours and gave them the independence to make their
own dreams possible.
Ah, a letter
from Naval. He
is in Malaysia
to set up a new
Godrej FACTORY.

ONCE, in England for health reasons Sohrab has sent
a full report on the
factory and township.
It’s good to know the
business is in safe
hands with my
sons.

In 1955, Godrej launched the first all-Indian
typewriter, ‘Model M9’. This made India the first
country in Asia to do so. This was Naval’s project.
Naval,
you have
shown true
pioneering
spirit!

Under the watchful guidance of Pirojsha,
Naval Godrej also successfully ventured
into manufacturing refrigerators and
forklifts, indigenously.
Pirojsha PASSED AWAY on 1 DECEMBER, 1972. He
was deeply mourned not just by his immediate
family but also by the entire Godrej parivar
that he had devoted his life to nurturing.

COMING NEXT:
‘NAVAL PIROJSHA
GODREJ’.

In the decades following Pirojsha’s death, Sohrab,
Burjor and Naval carried forward their father’s legacy
with dedication. In 1972, the Vikhroli Garden Township
was renamed Pirojshanagar in honour of its founder.
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Building on the foundation
laid by his father and uncle,
Naval Godrej established
Godrej & Boyce as one of the
leading manufacturing firms
known for its quality,
pathbreaking innovations and
precision engineering.
His was an extraordinary life,
lived with tremendous drive
and energy.

Ardeshir And
PirojshA Godrej
125 years ago, Ardeshir Godrej, a young man of 29 years, set up a small
factory in Lalbaug in Bombay to make locks - the first of its kind in India.
This was the humble origin, of what today has become a trusted household
name—‘Godrej’. The story of the Godrej family is a tale of courage, innovation
and entrepreneurship.
Ardeshir Burjorji Godrej dealt with personal tragedy and many
disappointments before finding his true calling - making complex mechanisms
for locks. He was an inventor, who looked up to nationalist leaders like
Dadabhai Naoroji, Gopal Krishna Gokhale, Lokmanya Tilak and Mahatma
Gandhi. Infuriated by India’s impoverishment at the hands of the British, the
call to action of the Swadeshi Movement resonated deeply with him. After
successfully launching businesses in locks, safes, and soaps; his agile mind
never ceased to look for new products to prove that ‘Made in India’ quality
could not only meet, but exceed world class standards.
Pirojsha Burjorji Godrej was Ardeshir’s younger brother, who had a
penchant for numbers, and shared the same nationalist ideals as his sibling.
He expanded the business into steel furniture, typewriters, refrigerators,
forklift trucks, trucks and machine tools. Meticulous about quality, customer
satisfaction and worker’s welfare, his most notable achievement was the
transformation of the tiny hamlet of Vikhroli (a suburb in Mumbai) into a
thriving industrial township, renamed Pirojshanagar after his death in 1972.

